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Some older Linux distributions include built-in support for virtual serial port drivers, which means
that the USB-Serial adapter is treated as a regular serial device. These include OpenSUSE 13.1,

Ubuntu 12.04 and Debian 6.0- and 6.0-lTS. The easiest way to use virtual serial port drivers is to go
to the Linux device manager, locate your USB-Serial adapter and set the serial port options

accordingly. This enables you to use all the Linux virtual serial port tools (eg, minicom). Applications
such as minicom and readexec can be used to send and receive serial data on virtual serial port

devices. The number of virtual serial port devices on your machine determines the available virtual
COM ports. This also provides security on those virtual COM ports, because no one without the

required permissions can access them. You can now go ahead and emulate any number of virtual
COM ports with the Virtual DJ 5.0 (Serial) app. Simply select the USB-Serial adapter under the

Devices section of the application and hit Connect. The control software (top picture) consists of a
portable non-graphic control interface (PNCI) and a kernel driver which creates a virtual COM port.

The PNCI allows you to change various parameters of a virtual COM port, such as the COM port type,
sample rate, sample size, response time and baud rate. … Installing VCOMT is simple. Download the
file vcomt and extract it. Start the software and load the driver with the command - vcomt -c. Now

you can set a virtual COM port as your default.
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Virtual DJ is a sound and video mixer and editor with lots of effects and an
intuitive, easy-to-use interface. You can scratch as with a real vynil records

turntable; also, you can add default loops and even record your own; finally, you
can record or broadcast your masterpieces and burn CDs with the music mixed

and created by you. Last but not least, Virtual DJ is the only software in the
market that lets you mix and scratch video files in all formats, so you can be not

only a DJ, but a VJ too! Virtual DJ plays karaoke files in various formats. The
application is compatible with several hardware add-ins, so you can control the
lighting and the video walls besides the music. So, if you're a professional VJ or

DJ working in clubs or at private parties, Virtual DJ sets you free from bulky
CD/vynil boxes. You will only need your laptop, your music/video files, your

creativity and, of course, your copy of Virtual DJ. The trial version allows full use
during 20 days; after that time, you must register your copy. Unleash your
creativity with Virtual DJ and be the life and soul of the party! When using a
serial port emulator, data generated from a serial application or device is

converted from serial data to information that can be transferred over an IP-
based network. A virtual serial port over Ethernet provides all of the functionality

of a physical COM interface. Data is converted in both directions to allow
network transmission and then turned back to serial signals for interaction with
devices and programs. Serial to Ethernet Connector also provides Linux virtual

serial port over Ethernet capability. It offers the same functionality as the
Windows version of the application and can easily be downloaded to your Linux
machine. There are also alternative methods that you use to send serial data

over the network using tools that are included as part of most Linux
distributions. 5ec8ef588b
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